VISION REPORT: THE UNIVERSITY OF DODOMA

The way forward After CERN-UNESCO School on Digital Libraries Workshop

*Prepare workshop report and submit to the Management.*

1. Awareness and Sharing Acquired Knowledge
   - Conduct Training and Workshops of what we have been learning (eg Open Data, Open Access, Digitization of Multimedia etc).

2. Implementation of what we have been learned during the Workshop.
   - Invenio Software.
   - TIND Software (Try and test it for the given 2 years license).
   - OpenRefine Software.
   - Elsevier Dspace plugin.

3. Motivate Researcher to publish in Open Access (e.g Elsevier, Scientific Africa Journals)

4. Through this training, the skills we acquired, will be useful to our Institution and hence will Increase greater visibility, reduce the plagiarism, archiving Multimedia and Staff Mails.

5. Being Ambassador of CERN UNESCO School on Digital Libraries
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